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Tailored system composition and application of managing
agents can improve the overall efficiency [5], [6]. According
to research conducted for the European Commission, CloudComputing can decrease amount of money spend on IT by 20%
and drastically lower energy consumption. Cloud-Computing
is usually available for users in one of three ways:

Abstract—The article is to discuss recent advances in various
aspects of intelligent agents that perform control functions in
workflow management and data processing. Cloud-Computing
brings various possibilities of novel approach to data management
and efficient computer systems, however the process of distribution must be managed not only to increase efficiency but also
lower energy consumption. This is a task for intelligent agents,
that can play crucial role in modern computer science. In this
article recent possibilities for these type of computer systems are
discussed.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Development in computational technology sets demands in
front of software engineers. The systems and solutions applied
in various branches of industry must become more and more
intelligent. These solutions are based on intelligent agents that
have control functions over systems they manage.

•

IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service): special infrastructure with dedicated components.

•

PaaS (Platform as a Service): special platform of
virtual machines and operation systems.

•

SaaS (Software as a Service): users get an access to
applications without integrating into the system, which
is the most popular model.

However mainly some compositions of the mentioned above
are more practical. In this article an idea for intelligent
agents managing wrokflows and knowledge distribution will
be discussed.

In modern economy we want computers to manage efficiently enough not only to increase the income into the
budgets but also to help in environment protection, what means
lower energy consumption and more flexible positioning of
the controlled systems. All these aspects demand intelligent
technology, that will be able to optimize controlled objects.
Therefore current research concern two important fields of
computer science: Computational Intelligence and Software
Engineering. This two, if combined, can give Agents: the
intelligent software and systems.

A. Related Works
Intelligent Agents assist in processes where computer systems need proper managing. One can point various aspects
of these situations, however the article is to discuss workflow
management in various systems i.e. with knowledge retrieval.
Examinations of distributed systems for workflow management can be devoted to proper positioning for request
management [7], [8], [9], [10]. Other aspects like intelligent
software architectures [11] and efficient management [12] can
also improve the overall performance. Since new technology
is still introduced all the time, new possibilities that were not
available before can be of concern now. Intelligent Agents help
in sorting of big data [13], [14]. Application of intelligent technologies helps to increase speed of reasoning over incomplete
data and data mining [15], [16]. Image processing also can be
improved by advanced software [17], [18], [19], [20].

Agents are very important for Cloud-Computing. This
service is becoming more popular in the recent years, because
of it construction that enables users to use software installed
in machines in remote locations. One server can efficiently
service many users. The idea for this type of servicing is based
on economic calculations. Mainly it is applied in large corporations that have many branches placed in remote locations.
Second type of Cloud-Computing is available for everybody
in popular services like document sharing, social networks,
multimedia streaming and more. First type has mainly economic reasons. For a large corporation it is inefficient to have
similar software departments in every branch. Commonly the
software is used by some workers in different shifts. Moreover
if the corporation is international, time zones play an important
role. While users are working with the system in one branch,
somewhere else on the other continent the other team is
having a break. Therefore proper configuration of a CloudComputing increase efficient usage of the software, decrease
energy consumption what helps to protect environment and
improves budget [1], [2], [3], [4].

II.

I NTELLIGENT W ORKFLOW M ANAGEMENT

Request processing in Cloud-Computing systems (Fig. 1)
is commonly managed by two (or more) separate agents. Each
client machine sends a request to the system. These requests
are ordered by first managing agent and then proceed to next
managing agent. This agent composition has a role of the
office, similar to offices in authority or local agencies, where
each income is indexed and then send to proper department.
Similarly in the agent based system, first managing server is
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Fig. 1.

A common model of requests processing in Cloud-Computing system.

Fig. 2.

A common model of knowledge processing for Cloud-Computing system.

indexing incoming requests and then sends them to proper
agents responsible for different tasks. These agents proceed
indexed incomes using resources or processing units connected
to the cloud. These type of Cloud-Computing services is used
in various verification systems, where requests go through
managing agent to the processing server, which is using connection to database to assists verification. Mainly the system is
also equipped in backup server, which is to store data backup.
It ensures that any operation in the system is easily erased and
the knowledge can be restored if any demand can happen. In
Cloud-Computing systems knowledge is stored in a server that
via connection with other agents is able to process information
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(Fig. 2). This processing depends on the requests. Mainly in
each type of Cloud-Computing system there is a database (one
o more), where all the information is stored. If a user requests
information, a signal is addressed to one of managing agents.
After confirming the rights to obtain requested data, managing
unit starts to proceed. If the agent is asked to provide simple
data query the operation is not complicated, from the data
base is selected a portion of the data and then it is returned
to the user. However if a user requested detailed information
or analysis of the data, very often a new process begins. In
this case managing agent is sending portion of the data for
processing to a dedicated agent which is specialized in this
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are used means of busy period and vacation (idle) time. The
explicit formula with detailed information and description for
conditional joint characteristic functions of τ1 , δ1 and h(τ1 ) is
presented in [8] and [36]. General equation to calculate these
values is:

type of operation. In this time user request is indexed and waits
for turn, meanwhile the agent can service another request from
the queue. This request has similar service. Simple data query
is processed ad-hoc, other is sent with data to processing agent.
When processing agent has a result of analysis, it is sent to
managing agent. Here according to indexes in the queue it is
returned to user. All these types of processing can be modeled
to optimize service costs.

Bn (s, %, z) = E{e−sτ1 −%δ1 z h(τ1 ) | X(0) = n}, 2 ≤ n ≤ N,
(4)
where s ≥ 0, % ≥ 0 and |z| ≤ 1, n ≥ 1. Details on this
equation are discussed in [8], [13] and [36] where using it we
can define components of (3) to model total cost of work:

A. Service model
Workflow managing is important for Quality of Service (QoS). Service description for cost optimization defines
Tservice , Tincome and Tvacation , which describe average time
of service, average income time and average vacation time
(backup, conservation and etc.). See detailed description in [8].
Classical cost structure is considered in [21]. While in [22] and
[23] are presented most important aspects of positioning and
cost optimization. Various queueing models for applied type of
the server are investigated in [24], [25], [26] and [27]. Please
see also [28] and [29] for a review of important results on
modeling and positioning.

En e−sτ1 = E{e−sτ1 | X(0) = n} = Bn (s, 0, 1),
then for model traffic finally we have:
En τ1 = −

En δ1 = −

s=0

∂
Bn (0, %, 1)
∂%

%=0

,

(6)

.

(7)

B. Applied Harmony Search Algorithm
Harmony Search Algorithm (HSA) was presented in 2001
by Zong Woo Geem. It’s main application is to optimize
and position various objects. However the first idea was to
apply the HSA to compose artificial music. The method in the
beginning was to perform a music by creating tones according
to the rules of applied music type. The algorithm is using
natural adaptation of sounds to compose tones and finally
music theme. It is all based on harmony between sounds
that create the music nice in theme for the people. Musician
selects the sounds from the scale that best work together. HSA
works analogously in the optimization. Each object variable
has a specified range. When choosing the best of the possible
numbers to have harmony in the process of optimization we
get the solution.

where λi > 0 for i = 1, 2 and p1 , p2 ≥ 0. Inter-arrival times
are mixed of two exponential distributions with parameters
λ1 and λ2 , which are being “chosen” with probabilities p1
and p2 . In the system, there are (N − 1) places in queue
and one for packet in the service. System starts working at
t = 0 with at least one packet present. After busy period the
server begins vacation which is modeled with 2-order hyper
exponential distribution function:


V (t) = q1 1 − e−α1 t + q2 1 − e−α2 t , t > 0. (2)

HSA can be applied to optimize various objects. If we take
parameters values as the sounds that we must adapt to compose
a music theme we can have efficient optimization method.
HSA will search the space D = [a1 , b1 ] × · · · × [an , bn ]; f :
D → Rn for optimal values ai ≤ xi ≤ bi ; i = 1, . . . , n that
optimize the object according to fitness condition f (xi ) →
optimum. In it’s simplicity HSA does not demand any special
restriction for f (·) function. It only must be possible to
calculate it’s value at any point of D. In the HSA we define:

Interpretation of parameters αi , i = 1, 2 and q1 , q2 is similar
to that for λi , i = 1, 2 and p1 and p2 . If at the end of vacation
there is no packet present in the system, the server is on
standby and waits for first arrival to start service process. If
there is at least one packet waiting for service in the buffer
at the end of vacation, the service process starts immediately
and new busy period begins.
Functions F (·) and V (·) help to simulate inter-arrival times
and vacation defined in (1) and (2). In the research optimal
values for parameters λi , pi , µ and αi are calculated to
optimize amount of resources to perform all operations. This
is modeled in rn (c1 ) defined as:
Qn (c1 )
r(τ1 )En τ1 + r(δ1 )En δ1
=
,
En (c1 )
En τ1 + En δ1

∂
Bn (s, 0, 1)
∂s

similarly we have:

Research on similar objects [30], [31], [32], [33], [9] with
it’s analytical model for traffic are applied in [8]. In the
research a finite-buffer H2 /M/1/N -type QS, similar to server
traffic modeling functions discussed in [34] and [35] was used.
Let it be here presented only a brief description, for details
please see [8]. Incoming requests describes 2-order distribution
function:


F (t) = p1 1 − e−λ1 t + p2 1 − e−λ2 t , t > 0, (1)

rn (c1 ) =

(5)

•

HM (Harmony Memory) - harmony memory that
stores the
 best harmonies used for music composition:
x1 = (x11 , . . . , xn1 )|f (x1 )

...
HM = 
xHMS = (x1HM S , . . . , xnHM S )|f (xHMS )
As each harmony we understand a set of values
representing positioned object. If the new vector of
harmony (state of the object) is better than any other
among the previous HM vectors, this new vector
replaces the worst one in the HM. This procedure is
repeated until the stopping criterion is met,

•

HMS (Harmony Memory Size) - number of harmonies
stored in the memory,

(3)

where the symbols are: r(τ1 )-fixed unit operation costs during
busy period τ1 , r(δ1 )-fixed unit operation costs during idle
time δ1 , En τ1 -means of busy period τ1 and En δ1 -idle time δ1
on condition that system starts with n packets present. In (3)
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HMCR (Harmony Memory Considering Rate) - the
coefficient of vector choice for memory in the range
(0, 1). It helps to decide whether, the new component
will be selected from the memory of harmony HM,
or will it be the new value of the accepted range of
variation variables,
PAR (Pitch Adjusting Rate) - the tone adjustment
factor in the range (0, 1).

Algorithm 1 HSA applied to position workflow traffic
1: Define
coefficients: HMS, HMCR, PAR and
generations–number of harmony search,
2: Dedicated criterion function: lowest cost of operation (3),
3: Create at random initial set HM,
4: t:=0,
5: while t ≤ generations do
6:
with probability equal HMCR among all existing harmonies in HM xji ∈ xJI , where I = 1, . . . , i, . . . , HM S
and J = 1, . . . , j, . . . , n compose new harmony vector
xnew ,
7:
with a probability equal to the value of PAR change
xji = xji + α, where α = b · u and b ∈ [0.01, 0.001] and
u ∈ [−1, 1],
8:
with probability equal to 1 - HMCR take randomly new
harmony vector x0new variables ai ≤ xi ≤ bi ,
9:
while i ≤ HM S do
10:
if f (xnew ) is better then f(x∗ ) then
11:
change xnew with worst harmony vector x∗ ,
12:
end if
13:
if f (x0new ) is better then f(x∗ ) then
14:
change x0new with worst harmony vector x∗ ,
15:
end if
16:
end while
17:
Sort harmonies in HM memory,
18:
Next generation: t + +,
19: end while
20: Best harmony vector in HM memory is potential optimum.

TABLE I.

O PTIMAL PARAMETERS µ, λi , αi , pi , qi FOR i = 1, 2 AND
LOWEST VALUE OF (3).
λ1
3.1
µ
[sec]

R ESEARCH R ESULTS

Application of HSA to traffic modeling will help to position
operation time and optimize service cost rn (c1 ) for system
under-load, critical load or overload. HSA simulations were
performed for r(τ1 ) = 0.5 and r(δ1 ) = 0.5. It means that
modeled workflow management is simulated for 0.5 energy
unit consumption each vacation and work period. These values may be changed in (3). Presented modeling results are
averaged of 100 samplings for HMS = 50 harmonies in 80
generations with HMCR and PAR taken randomly at each
generation, where times in the system have equations:
•

Average service time: Tservice =

1
µ,

•

Average time between packages income into the system: Tincome = λp11 + λp22 ,

•

Average vacation time: Tvacation =

•

q1
α1

+

q2
α2 ,

Examined system size: N = buffer size +1.

Scenario 1.
In Table I are optimum values for all parameters that affect
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α1
1.5

Tservice
1.42

α2
0.3

p1
1.82
rn (c1 )

Tincome
1.25

p2
1.4
0.32

q1
5.8

q2
3.7

Tvacation
16.2

lowest cost of system operation workflow.
Scenario 2.
Request service is set to Tservice = 2[sec]. Research results
are shown in Table II.
TABLE II.
λ1
2.4
µ
[sec]

O PTIMAL PARAMETERS µ, λi , αi , pi , qi FOR i = 1, 2 AND
LOWEST VALUE OF (3).
λ2
3.7
0.45

α1
0.6

Tservice
2.22

α2
0.5

p1
64.56
rn (c1 )

Tincome
27.14

p2
0.91
0.43

q1
2.6

q2
13.20

Tvacation
30.73

Scenario 3.
Positioning of heavy traffic i.e. when Tservice = 0.5[sec].
Research results with system positioning are shown in Table
III.
TABLE III.
λ1
41.3
µ
[sec]

O PTIMAL PARAMETERS µ, λi , αi , pi , qi FOR i = 1, 2 AND
LOWEST VALUE OF (3).
λ2
25.2
2.34

α1
107.3

Tservice
0.42

α2
p1
1.8
2.1
rn (c1 )
Tincome
0.1

p2
1.4
0.27

q1
52.21

q2
15.7

Tvacation
9.2

Scenario 4.
If we position peculiar incoming traffic Tincome = 2[sec].
Research results are shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV.

III.

λ2
2.1
0.7

λ1
3.2
µ
[sec]

O PTIMAL PARAMETERS µ, λi , αi , pi , qi FOR i = 1, 2 AND
LOWEST VALUE OF (3).
λ2
4.8
0.43

α1
1.11

Tservice
2.32

IV.

α2
1.72

p1
5.73
rn (c1 )

Tincome
2.39

p2
2.92
0.34

q1
14.6

q2
6.71

Tvacation
17.05

F INAL R EMARKS

In Cloud-Computing or distributed systems where the
amount of data to be transfered over the network is large
optimal managing can significantly influence workflow and
lower traffic. Presented approach to simulation and positioning
can be a great advantage for distributed systems. Proposed
positioning and modeling will accelerate operations and it is
not burdened by typical workflow simulation restrictions.
In the article a novel approach to workflow simulation
and modeling is presented. Proposed novel method is easy
to implement with possibility to improve. Moreover it can
be implemented in Cloud-Computing where data packages
influence workflow stability and performance.
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